CSCE AWARD FOR GOVERNMENTAL LEADERSHIP IN SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE

NOMINATION FORM

The primary objective of this award is to provide recognition to Canadian governmental organizations for leadership in the development and guardianship of sustainable civil engineering infrastructure projects or programs. Please refer to the Terms of Reference for more information on best practices that are recognized as contributing to the development of a sustainable infrastructure project/program.

All levels of government, including federal, provincial, municipal, territorial or First Nations (or combinations thereof), are eligible to receive the award. Organizations majority owned by government but at arm’s length from the government, such as crown corporations, are also eligible. Nominations received by February 15, 2021 will be considered for the awards to be presented at the CSCE Annual Conference.

Title and brief summary (100 words maximum):

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Nominator’s name: ________________________________________________________________
(in full and include credentials, with CSCE member grade)

Nominator’s contact information (mailing address and e-mail address):

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

Key personnel associated with the project, at least one of whom must be a member in good standing of CSCE employed by the nominee (CSCE member number and grade):

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
**Nomination Package**

Nomination packages are to be submitted in 100% electronic format to CSCE National Office and include the following:

1. Completed official nomination form.
2. Nomination report (10 pages maximum including figures, 12 pt. font), including:
   - Infrastructure needs that led to the conception of the project or program;
   - Project or program description, with emphasis on the role of civil engineering and civil engineers;
   - A clear and detailed explanation of how the project/program team utilized the best practices for sustainable infrastructure - please refer to the accompanying Submission Guidelines for more specific information; and
   - Why the project should be considered in the forefront of projects in Canada.
3. High-resolution project photographs or drawings (10 maximum), with explicit confirmation of full rights of reproduction in CSCE promotional materials.